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MEDIA 
(Josh McDowell research 2005 and prior) 

 

A NEW GENERATION OF PASTORS PLACES ITS STAMP ON MINISTRY” 

 

“1. Young pastors are experimenting with approaches to effective communication.” 

“In a world where image is king and attention spans are declining, the research shows that young 

pastors are more likely to experiment with new approaches to teaching and preaching. Compared 

with older pastors, Buster pastors are more likely to use drama (32% to 21%); more likely to 

show movies, videos, and DVDs (30% to 21%); and more likely to tell stories (28% to 13%). 

The study also indicated that young pastors more frequently use art, music, and interactive 

dialogue as part of their efforts to communicate biblical truths. These multi-media and 

experience-laden forms of communication appeal to younger, often postmodern people, who 

tend to reject external sources of authority in favor of relying on their own experiences and 

feelings to interpret reality.” 

 

“THE PORNOGRAPHY INDUSTRY” 

 

“Growth in adult video rentals” 

 

1985  75 million units 

1992  445 million units 

2000  721 million units 

 

“Growth in porn industry revenue including pay-per-view, phone sex, in-room hotel 

movies, sex toys, magazines” 

 

1972 7 million 

1996 8 billion 

2000 12 billion 

 

“Growth in videos available for home use (rather than films)” 

 

1978 100 films 

1986 1,500 videos 

1992 2,200 videos 

1997 8,000 videos 

2000 11,000 videos 

2001  

“Number of days for video stores renting tapes to make back the cost of tapes purchased:” 

 

“Mainstream Hollywood releases: 20” 

“Adult releases: 5” 

 

“Adult pay web sites on the Internet in 2000:   70,000 
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(Renaissance newsletter: from Adult Video News; Alexander & Associates; Playboy Enterprises, 

Television Division; The New York Times; U.S. News & World Report) 

 

(Moody, March/April 2003, p20) 

______________________ 

 

“A SYMBIOSIS OF SORTS:  SCHOOL VIOLENCE AND THE MEDIA” 

 

“To some degree, this has been the media’s historic approach in reporting on crime generally: 

violence in minority communities has not received the amount of coverage that the same incident 

gets if it occurs in affluent white neighborhoods.  “What’s ironic tome, and especially to many of 

my black students, is that Columbine and the major incidents of school violence that have 

sparked the recent national concern over safety were perpetrated by white kids,” wrote Patrick 

Welsh (2000), an English teacher at T.C. Williams High School in Alexandria, Virgina.   

 

“To black students, the refrain ‘We believe it couldn’t happen here’ coming from Columbine and 

other communities was code for ‘We didn’t think white kids could do a thing like this.’”  

 

“Debates over journalistic treatment of school violence should distinguish between portrayals in 

print and those on TV.  The difference has to do with the different natures of the two media.  TV 

provides an immediacy that print can seldom duplicate.  TV is graphic, in your face; print is 

easier to ignore.  The upshot is that violence in the electronic media can be particularly harmful 

because children more readily connect with visual images (Koziey, 1996).  Watching this sort of 

action appears to desensitize the youth and lead to aggressive behavior (Levine, 1996; Simmons, 

Stalsworth, and Wentzel, 1999).  Yet, while aggression may be triggered in some children, these 

tendencies may already be present in them and not be a result of their TV watching (Primavera, 

Herron, and Jauier, 1996).  The young people inclined to watch the most violent fare may be 

those who do worst in school tend to watch the most TV, but this is not to say that there is a 

cause and effect.  It cannot be declared definitively that violence in the media begets violence in 

the larger society and in schools in particular.”   

 

(“A Symbiosis of Sorts: School Violence and the Media” Choices Briefs Number 7, 2000, Gene 

Maeroff, Hechinger Institute on Education and the Media Teachers College, Columbia 

University) 

______________________ 

 

“AMERICANS CAUGHT IN THE WEB” 

 

 “90% of 5-17 year-olds use computers” 

 

 “75% of 14-17 year-olds and 65% of 10-13 year-olds use the Internet” 

 

 “88% of households with computers also subscribe to the Internet” 

 

 “143 million (54%) U.S. residents were using the Internet by September 2001, up from 117 

million (45%) in August 2000.” 
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 “2 million new people become Internet users every month.” 

 

(U.S. Department of Commerce, February 2002 press release, Youthworker, May/June 2002, 

p11) 

______________________ 

 

“AND NOW, DISPOSABLE DVDS” 

 

“EZ-D DVDs have the same sound and picture quality as conventional DVDs but without extras 

such as commentary. Oh, and another thing: They self-destruct in 48 hours. The disposable 

disks just became available in Austin, Tex., Charleston, S.C., Kansas City, MO., and 

Bloomington/Peoria, Ill. Buy one for about $5 (the price of a rental), play it as much as you want 

for 48 hours ,then send the disk to a recycling facility or throw it away. If you don’t open the 

package, it has a shelf life of one year.” 

 

(“And Now, Disposable DVDs,” BUSINESSWEEK (October 13, 2003): 142) 

______________________ 

 

“BUILDING HEALTHY FUTURES” 

 

“Parental Values/Beliefs About Sex in Adolescents.  The perception by the child that parents 

disapprove of adolescent sexual activity has consistently been associated with lower rates of 

sexual activity in youth (Jaccard et al 1996) (Small and Luster 1994) (Hovel et al 1994).   

 

“The data suggest that just talking about sex with children is not enough; parents must make a 

definite effort to convey their values and expectations about sexual activity to adolescents and to 

‘connect’ with them.  Communicating values and expectations and ‘connecting’ involves more 

than just one or two discussions.  Rather, this communication will require modeling by the 

parents and frequent repetition.   

 

“In 1999 the National Campaign to Prevent Teen Pregnancy reported that the age of sexual debut 

among girls was hastened by having a ‘high-risk’ female best friend, having older friends and 

having ‘high-risk’ boys as friends (Bearman and Bruckner 1999).  Similarly, having the 

perception that a majority of peers are sexually active appears to increase the risk of becoming 

sexually active (Carvajal et all 1999) (Kinsman et al 1998).   

 

(Building Healthy Futures, The Medical Institute for Sexual Health, 2000 pp22-23) 

______________________ 

 

“CAMPUS MINISTRY UPDATE 2004” 

 

“TV Affects Sexual Activity” 

 

“A study appearing in the September issue of Pediatrics reports that teens who watch a lot of 

sexual content on TV are twice as likely to have intercourse in the following year as those who 
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exposed to little context. The year long study of 12-17 year olds showed an increase in other 

sexual behaviors including kissing, petting, and oral sex. Sexual content is present in two-thirds 

of all shows that are not news or sports focused. Innuendo and discussion of sex had the same 

impact as more explicit shows which depict passionate acts. Researchers fear that the sexual 

focus of TV creates the impression that sex is more central to daily life than it really is and cause 

them to seek out sexual experiences as a result. The average teenager watches 3 hours of 

television a day, mostly during prime time when sexual content is heavy.” (from AP September 

7, 2004) 

 

(“Campus Ministry Update September 2004,” 

http://www.ivyjungle.org/GenericPage/DisplayPage.aspx?guid=98C56403-6203-444F-BC61-

02D58DE458CD) 

______________________ 

 

“CHILDREN, THE MEDIA, AND VIOLENCE” 

 

“Media influence on our children plays an undisputed role. By the time the average child 

graduates from high school, they will have watched 19,000 hours of TV, 5,000 of those hours by 

the first grade.
1
 They will have seen between 240,000 to 480,000 sexual acts or references to 

sex
2
, between 800,000 to 1.5 million acts of violence, and between 192,00 and 360,000 

murders.
3
 Portrayal of premarital fornication on TV outnumbers marital sexual situations eight to 

one. 
4
 Crimes committed on TV occur 10 times more frequently that in real life.

5
  

(1) Moritmer B. Zuckerman, U.S. News & World Report (2) U.S. News and World Report (3) 

Jim Impoca, TV’s Frisky Family Values, U.S. News & World Report, April 15, 1996, 58-62 (4) 

U.S. New & World Report (5) Trivia for TV Addicts: 29 Amazing Facts, Corporation for Public 

Broadcasting.”  

 

“According to a 1994 UCLA/U.S. News & World Report Survey, even 87% of top media 

executives admit that violence in the mass media contributes to the violence we see in society. 

Advertisers have long understood what an impact even 30-60 seconds of exposure can have on 

viewers if repeated often enough. The multi-billion dollar TV advertising industry would 

disappear if media influence did not work.”  

 

(“Children, the Media, and Violence”, Christian Family Network, 

www.cfnweb.com/southpark/cmvpaper .htm) 

______________________ 

 

 

“COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW OF RESEARCH INTO IMPACT OF SEX IN MEDIA 

ON YOUTH REVEALS TROUBLING SIGNS, GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE” 

 

“The study, conducted by S. Liliana Escobar-Chaves, DrPH, and colleagues at the University of 

Texas Health Science Center at Houston under contract to The Medical Institute for Sexual 

Health, systematically reviewed all biomedical and social science research conducted from 1983 

to 2004 that explored effects of mass media on youth.  Of the 2,552 research-related documents 

http://www.cfnweb.com/southpark/cmvpaper%20.htm
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examined, less than 1 percent addressed the impact of mass media on adolescent sexual attitudes 

and behaviors.” 

 

“‘Every parent and healthcare provider should be very troubled by these findings,’ commented 

Gary L. Rose, MD, president and CEO of The Medical Institute. ‘Our children are saturated in 

sexual imagery.  For television and 83 percent of the programming most frequently watched by 

adolescents contains some sexual content.  Yet we have never stopped to ask what effect all this 

sexual content in television, the Internet and music has on young people.’” 

 

“Highlights of the study, ‘The Impact of the Media on Adolescent Sexual Attitudes and 

Behaviors,’ include:” 

 

“•Adolescents who are exposed to television with sexual content are more likely to overestimate 

the frequency of some sexual behaviors, have more permissive attitudes toward premarital sex, 

and, according to one research study, initiate sexual behavior.  However, methodological 

limitations exist in all of these studies.” 

 

“• The average American youth spends one-third of each day with various forms of mass media, 

mostly without parental oversight.” 

 

“• In 1999, 22 percent of teen-oriented radio segments contained sexual content.  The impact on 

adolescents is unknown.” 

 

“• Forty-two percent of songs on ten top-selling CDs in 1999 contained sexual content, 41 

percent of which was ‘very explicit’ or ‘pretty explicit.’ The impact is unknown.” 

 

“• Children aged 9-17 use the Internet 4 days per week and spend almost 2 hours online at a 

time. 61 percent of teens using computers ‘surf the net,’ and 14 percent report ‘seeing something 

they wouldn’t want their parents to know about.’ No systematic data exist concerning the sexual 

content of web sites visited by adolescents, nor is there any research identifying the impact of 

such content.”” 

 

(“Comprehensive review of research into impact of sex in media on youth reveals troubling 

signs, gaps in knowledge,” The Medical Institute for Sexual Health, www.medinstitute.org) 

______________________ 

 

 

 

“DOUBLE-STAND TROUBLE” 

 

 “First the shock of the Abu Ghraib prison photos, then the aftershock: a surprising debate over 

whether they should have been published at all. Jonah Goldberg of National Review Online 

argued that details of the prisoner abuse were about to pour out anyway. He said the 

inflammatory pictures were unnecessary. In response, Aaron Brown of CNN said: "You don't 

appreciate what happened in that prison until you see it." So Goldberg wrote a second column: If 

http://www.medinstitute.org/
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snapshots and images tell the story better than words, why don't the networks show us a "partial-

birth" abortion? Surely such pictures would add to our understanding.” 

 

“Brown argued, graphic detail is essential to understanding stories, why did the media agonize 

over (and largely suppress) close-up photos of the dismembered bodies of the four American 

civilians murdered and torched at Fallujah? The tape of Berg being beheaded is in the public 

domain. Why doesn't Brown demand that CNN show it so that we can better understand 

terrorism? And why did the networks and the print media withhold the grisly 9/11 pictures of 

bodies hitting the ground at the World Trade Center?” 

 

“The media are more likely to show what is done by Americans than what is done to 

Americans.” 

 

“Just about everybody who insisted on an apology from President Bush for seven months of pre-

9/11 failure to confront terrorism demanded no such apology from Bill Clinton for his perjury 

and assorted lying and for eight years of doing almost nothing about terrorism. Democrats who 

are purple with rage that Bush went to war without U.N. approval rarely mention that Clinton did 

the same thing three times--in Bosnia, Kosovo, and in Operation Desert Fox (the bombing of 

Iraq in 1998). And those in the news business who have spent so many months admiring the 

moral authority of the U.N. have basically looked the other way as evidence accumulates about 

corruption in the oil-for-food scandal.” 

 

“Not all double-standard winds blow from the left, of course. Consider the debate over Donald 

Rumsfeld. Many Republicans who are loudly defending him took an opposite position over Janet 

Reno.” 

 

“Both Reno and Rumsfeld should have resigned. Reno was responsible for more than 80 deaths, 

including women and children.” 

 

“Blaming America and forgiving our enemies. Consider the American Library Association, 

which is up in arms over the Patriot Act.” 

 

“The ALA overwhelmingly rejected a resolution calling for the librarians to be released.” 

 

(John Leo, “Double-Standard Trouble”, U.S. News & World Report, May 31, 2004, p14) 

______________________ 

 

 

“ESPECIALLLY FOR PARENTS” 

 

“On May 17, 2004, the New York Post, drawing from the same AP story, reported that from the 

year 2000 to 2003, there has been a 49 percent increase in the use of medications for attention 

deficit and hyperactivity disorders in preschoolers, which ‘contributed to a 23 percent increase 

among all children.’” 
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“This stunning increase merits concern in and of itself.  However, when considered in 

conjunction with the results of a recent study published in the April issue of Pediatrics, this 

increase takes on an even deeper meaning.  The study was headed by Dimitri Christakis, a 

pediatrician at a Seattle children’s hospital, and included the work of researchers from the 

University of Washington, as well as that of mental health professionals in the Seattle area.” 

 

“The results of their study demonstrated that for each hour of television watching per day, young 

children had approximately a 10 percent increase in the change of developing attention problems.  

Five hours of viewing per day translates into a 50 percent greater chance of difficulties.  

Researchers attributed this not so much to content, but rather to the affect of the rapid lights and 

sounds, the patterns of stimulation, upon the developing brain.” 

 

“In another story based upon AP writer Linda A. Johnson’s article, the Miami Herald reported 

(registration required) on May 17, 2004, that during the same period of time ‘antidepressant 

spending rose by 21 percent, and dugs for autism and other conduct disorders jumped by 71 

percent.’” 

 

“A Washington Post story published on April 18, 2004, said that between 1998 and 2002, there 

was a 50 percent increase in prescriptions for antidepressant medications written for children.  

Medical News Today was a bit more specific in an April 3, 2004, story that cited results of a 

study published in the April 2004 issue of Psychiatric Services.” 

 

“The study, conducted by Express Scripts, ‘examined antidepressant use among approximately 

two million commercially-insured, pediatric beneficiaries 18 years and younger from 1998 to 

2002,’ according to Medical News Today.  Their researchers found an annual increase of 10 

percent in the use of antidepressants by children and teens.  They also found that ‘the fastest 

growing segment of users were found to be preschoolers aged 0-5, with use among girls doubling 

and use among boys growing by 64%.’ Another interesting finding is, referring to the group as a 

whole, ‘the growth in use was greater among girls (68%) than boys (34%) and, for each gender 

respectively, growth was higher among younger boys and older girls.” 

 

“In the late ‘90’s, Dr. Marcia Herman-Giddens began studying potential for our high sexualized 

media culture to have physical effects on children, specifically on girls.  Her interest was piqued 

when, as a doctor working with children she noticed the increasing number of little girls entering 

puberty – beginning breast development and the appearance of pubic hair – at a much younger 

age than they did a few decades ago.” 

 

“A 1997 study of more than 17,000 girls throughout the country found that ’28 per cent of 

African-American girls and 7 per cent of white girls had begun breast development and/or had 

pubic hair, the first markers of puberty, by seven years old.” 

 

“Within a year to tow years, almost half of African-American girls and 15 per cent of white girls 

had started puberty,’ according to an April 15, 2002, article in the University of Western Ontario 

Graduate Program of Journalism’s Online Reporter.” 

 

(Sharon Secor, “Especially for Parents,” obscenitycrimes, June 2004, www.obscenitycrimes.org) 

http://www.obscenitycrimes.org/
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______________________ 

 

“GENERATION ON” 

 

“Today, nearly three-quarters of teens 12-17 and 39% of kids 3-11 use the Internet, according to 

eMarketer.  For kids and teens, and particularly for teens, there is increasingly less separation of 

online and offline.” 

 

“In 2005, kids and teens account for 18.8% of all Internet users in the US, according to 

eMarketer.  Teens account for 10.8%, while children 3-11 make up 8%.” 

 

(“Generation On,” eMarketer, September 8, 2005, 

www.emarketer.com/Article.aspx?1003573&printerFriendly=yes)  

______________________ 

 

“HOW TV AFFECTS YOUR CHILD” 

 

“Most children plug into the world of television long before they enter school: 70% of child-care 

centers use TV during a typical day. In a year, the average child spends 900 hours in school and 

nearly 1,023 hours in front of a TV.” 

 

“According to the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), kids in the United States watch 

about 4 hours of TV a day - even though the AAP guidelines say children older than 2 should 

watch no more than 1 to 2 hours a day of quality programming.” 

  

“And, according to the guidelines, children under age 2 should have no ‘screen time’ (TV, DVDs 

or videotapes, computers, or video games) at all. During the first 2 years, a critical time for brain 

development, TV can get in the way of exploring, learning, and spending time interacting and 

playing with parents and others, which helps young children develop the skills they need to grow 

cognitively, physically, socially, and emotionally.” 

 

“Violence” 

 

“To give you perspective on just how much violence kids see on TV, consider this: The average 

American child will witness 200,000 violent acts on television by age 18. TV violence 

sometimes begs for imitation because violence is often demonstrated and promoted as a fun and 

effective way to get what you want.”  

 

(“How TV Affects Your Child” KidsHealth-Yahoo.News, September 29, 2005, 

www.KidsHealth.org)   

______________________ 

 

“HUGH HEFNER QUOTE” 

 

“I knew my mother loved me, but she never expressed it, so I learned about love from the 

movies.”  - Playboy Founder Hugh Hefner  

http://www.emarketer.com/Article.aspx?1003573&printerFriendly=yes
http://www.kidshealth.org/
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(Vibe, 7/01) 

______________________ 

 

“IMPACT OF THE MEDIA ON ADOLESCENT SEXUAL ATTITUDES AND 

BEHAVIORS” 

 

“Executive Summary” 

 

“Adolescents in the United States are engaging in sexual activity at early ages and with multiple 

partners. Approximately 46% of high school students have had sexual intercourse – 6.6% of 

these before the age of 13, and 14% with four or more sexual partners.”  (Grunbaum JA, Kann L, 

Kinchen SA, Williams B, Ross JG, Lowry R, Kolbe L. Youth risk behavior surveillance – United 

States, 2001. Morb Mortal Wkly Rep 2002 Jun; 51 (22 4): 1-62.) 

 

“Sexually active adolescents are at immediate risk for pregnancy and acquiring sexually 

transmitted infections (STIs) and are also at risk for depression and suicide. Each year nearly 

900,000 teenage girls in the US become pregnant – 340,000 are 17 or younger – and 35% of 

American teenage girls have been pregnant at least once by age 20.” (Ventura SJ, Mosher WD, 

Curtin SC, Abma JC, Henshaw S. Trends in pregnancy rates for the United States, 1976-97: An 

update. National Vital Statistics Reports 49[4]. 2001.) 

 

“In the United States the risk of acquiring an STI is higher among teenagers than among adults.”  

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for HIV, STD, and TB 

Prevention, Division of STD Prevention. Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance, 2000. 

www.cdc.gov/std/stats00/TOC2000.htm)  

 

“A critical review of the scientific literature and other sources show that one largely unexplored 

factor that may contribute to adolescent sexual activity is their exposure to the mass media.” 

 

“The average American youth spends one-third of each day with various forms of mass media, 

mostly without parental oversight.”  (Roberts DF. Media and youth: Access, exposure, and 

privatization. J Adolesc Health 2000 Aug; 27 (2 Suppl):8-14) 

 

“The mass media have been shown to affect a broad range of adolescent sexual attitudes and 

behavior.” 

 

“Few Studies have examined the effects of mass media on adolescent sexual attitudes and 

behavior.” 

 

“An extensive, systematic review of the relevant biomedical and social science literature shows 

that only 19 of 2,522 research-related documents (<1%) involving media and youth address the 

effects of mass media on adolescent sexual attitudes and behavior.” 

 

(Escobar-Chaves SL, Totolero S, Markham C, Low B, Center for Health Promotion and 

Prevention Research, University of Texas health Science Center Houston; The Medical Institute; 
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Impact of the Media on Adolescent Sexual Attitudes and Behaviors, 

www.medinstitute.org/media/MediaExecSum.htm) 

______________________ 

 

“INTERNET RESOURCES” 

 

“USA Today just reported that teenagers now spend more time on the Internet than they do 

watching TV. The study of 13- to 24-year-olds, by Harris Interactive and Teenage Research 

Unlimited, finds that young people spend an average of 16.7 hours a week online (not including 

email), compared with 13.6 hours watching TV. So it’s an undeniable fact – teenagers are on the 

Net. How can we steer them in a positive direction?” 

 

(“Internet Resources,” Group Magazine, November 12, 2003, p41) 

______________________ 

 

“INTERNET SAFETY” 

 

“A recent survey shows that almost one in five young people, ages 10 to 17, have received an 

unwanted online sexual solicitation in the past year:” 

 

 “Two-thirds of unwanted solicitations occur in chat rooms; 24 percent take place during 

instant message use.” 

 

 “25 percent of the young people described the solicitation as upsetting or frightening.” 

 

 “49 percent of those who received an inappropriate solicitation did not tell their parents.” 

 

 “More than one-third of kids who received an aggressive solicitation (solicitor tried to make 

personal contact) did not tell their parents.” 

 

(Source: Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention; “Internet Safety,” Group 

Magazine, 2002) 

______________________ 

 

“INTERNET USE: BEHIND ‘THE GREAT FIREWALL OF CHINA’”  

 

“Internet Use Exploding in China” 

 

“Government censorship notwithstanding, Internet use is exploding in China. Gallup's latest 

nationwide poll of China indicates 12% of all Chinese aged 18 and older -- or more than 100 

million people -- say they have used the Internet. This figure represents an extraordinary increase 

from the mere 2% in Gallup's 1999 survey who said they had accessed the Internet, and 

surpasses the 10% of Chinese adults in our 1997 survey who had even heard of the Internet. 

Within the next few years, China appears certain to surpass the United States (which has nearly 

140 million Web users) as the world's largest Internet community.” 

 

http://www.medinstitute.org/media/MediaExecSum.htm
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“Not surprisingly, Internet use is far more common in urban China (28%) than in rural areas (just 

2%), and is especially prevalent in large, developed cities such as Beijing (47%) and Shanghai 

(36%).” 

  

“Far more dramatic, however, is the sharp inverse relationship between Internet use and age. 

Among China's youngest adults, Internet use is quickly becoming the norm rather than the 

exception. Half (51%) of all Chinese between the ages of 18 and 24 say they have accessed the 

Internet (74% of 18- to 24-year-olds in urban China; 21% of 18- to 24-year-olds in rural China). 

Conversely, use of the Internet remains minimal among Chinese aged 40 and older, at just 5%.” 

 

(Richard Burkholder, “Internet Use: Behind ‘The Great Firewall of China,’” The Gallup 

Organization, February 1, 2005, http://www.gallup.com/poll/content/default.aspx?ci=14776) 

______________________ 

 

“LOGOS IN THE HOOD” 

 

“Now if you think the media don’t have a grip on your teens, tune into these stats.  The 

average teen:” 

 

 “is exposed to 3,000 advertising messages every day, five scenes of violence every hour of 

prime time TV, and 17 minutes of commercials every hour of television.” 

 

 “spends about 1,500 hours per year in front of the TV and 900 hours in the classroom.” 

 

 “can recognize less than ten houseplants but more than a thousand corporate logos.” 

 

 “is the driving force in our country’s economy, spending more than $150 billion annually.” 

 

 “looks to the urban market to set trends for clothing, soft drinks, music, and electronics, 

evidenced in the fact that 70% of all rap music is purchased by white kids.” 

 

(Statistics have been taken from:  Market research.com, Kaiser Family Foundation, Adbusters, 

Center for Media Education, and the US Census/Youthworker, May/June 2002, p29) 

______________________ 

 

“MADONNA’S EPIPHANY – The Material Girl concludes after 20 years that, yes, it’s all 

an illusion” 

 

“‘Take it from me,’ says Madonna, 44.  ‘I went down the road of ‘be all you can be, realize your 

dreams,’ and I’m telling you that fame and fortune are not what they’re cracked up to be.  We 

live in a society that seems to value only physical things, only ephemeral things.  People will do 

anything to get on these reality shows and talents contests on TV.  We’re obsessed.’” 

 

“‘Sometimes success is a curse that keeps you from paying attention to what’s important.  OK, I 

was living in a dream, but I’ve woken up.’” 
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“The wake-up call came seven years ago, when Madonna began studying Kabbalah.  The Jewish 

mystical tradition predates organized religions and offers a path to fulfillment based on spiritual 

laws of the universe.  Some aspects parallel Judaism.  Rather than studying the Talmud, an 

academic interpretation of Jewish law, Kabbalists embrace the Zohar, a mystical interpretation 

devised by decoding ancient texts rather than accepting literal accounts.  Conversant in 

Kabbalistic teachings and origins, Madonna considers herself a student, not a guru.” 

 

“‘Kabbalah helped me understand that there is a bigger picture and that being well-intentioned is 

great, but if you don’t live your life according to the laws of the universe, you bring chaos into 

your life.’” 

 

“Growing up Catholic, she accepted Christian tenets without exploring history or other faiths.” 

 

“‘I don’t think there’s anything wrong with the teachings of Jesus, but I am suspicious of 

organized religion.” 

 

“‘I’m a speck, an atom,’ she says.  ‘Everything physical is an illusion, but it’s there to guide us 

or test us or deter us.  Our job is to navigate through this world while understanding the only 

thing that matters is the state of our soul, and that’s very hard because I’m in the entertainment 

business, which is completely based on illusion and physical things.  Any success I have is a 

manifestation of God.  It’s my ego that wants to claim ownership.  It’s hubris, arrogance and 

greed.’” 

 

“‘I see a lot of me in her,’ [daughter, Lourdes] Madonna says. ‘She’s very dramatic, expressive.  

She loves music.  She’s an incredible dancer and a real actress.  She’s very self-possessed, and 

she can be very demanding.  Sometimes, I get so frustrated with her, and I realize she’s a 

reflection of me.  Oh, now I see what I put everybody else through.’” 

 

(Gundersen, Edna, “Madonna’s epiphany,” USA Today, April 18, 2003, p11D) 

______________________ 

 

“MEDIA VIOLENCE & AGGRESSION” 

 

“Two large studies have been conducted linking media violence to aggression in children.  One 

looked at 67 previous studies and more than 30,000 subjects.  The other looked at 230 studies 

and almost 100,000 subjects.  Both supported several conclusions: ‘First, there is a positive 

association between televised violence exposure and behavior.  Second, exposure to violent 

programming not only increases aggressive behavior, but is associated with lower level of 

prosocial behavior.’”   

 

(F.S. Andison, “TV Violence and Viewer Aggression:  Accumulation of Study Results,” Public 

Opinion Quarterly 14 (1977): 314-331.  S. Hearold, “A Synthesis of 1043 Effects of Television 

on Social Behavior,” Public Communication and Behavior 1 (1986) 

______________________ 

 

“MEDIAWARE – WHAT’S TV TEACHING US ABOUT DADS?” 
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“The National Fatherhood Initiative reports that nearly 40 percent of America’s children will go 

to sleep tonight in a home where their biological father does not live.  That translates into close 

to 25 million young people.” 

 

“The National Fatherhood Initiative (NFI) provides some interesting studies on television’s 

impact in the debate with their recent ‘Fatherhood and TV’ survey.  With the assertion that if 

close to 40 percent of America’s children are growing up fatherless, the most accessible 

portrayal of a father may be on their television set.” 

 

“We know that children consume great amounts of television.  Estimates for youths are as high 

as 26 hours a week, while the national weekly average for household viewing hovers around the 

50-hour-a-week mark.” 

 

“The NFI study sought to evaluate prime-time fathers in the following categories:” 

  

 “Involvement: How involved was the father in the daily life of the family?” 

 

 “Engagement: How much direct one-on-one time did the father spend with his child?” 

 

 “Guidance: Is the father a role model for his children and concerned with their moral and 

developmental growth?” 

 

 “Competance: Is the father capable and competent?” 

 

 “Priority: Does the father place his role as father at the top of his priority list?” 

 

“So how does television, arguably the most powerful social institution today, rate as foster 

family?  According to the study, not very well.  Of the 102 family shows surveyed in the study, 

only 15, or 14.7 percent feature a father as a recurring and central character.  NFI reports that for 

the survey period the NBC network featured only one father on its entire prime-time schedule!  

Curious as well, the study found no fathers on any network show during prime-time on Saturday 

night.” 

 

“In the 15 shows featuring a recurring father figure as a central character, only four received a 

‘positive’ portrayal rating (one per network), and the same number received a ‘negative rating.’  

The remaining seven shows demonstrated fathers with some positive portrayals but those fathers 

were deficient in one or more aspect of fatherhood.  For all shows rated, only 40 percent 

portrayed competent fathers.  Instead, viewers would be 15 times more likely to be watching a 

show where sex between unmarried adults is the theme.” 

 

“Television needs to help rebuild the structure of the family and the image of the father by using 

its power to tout the importance of the institution of family in our society.” 

 

(youthculture@2000  fall 1999  www.fatherhood.org)  

______________________ 

mailto:youthculture@2000
http://www.fatherhood.org/
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“MTV FACES SOME HEALTHY COMPETITION” 

 

"Eight out of ten MTV viewers live outside the U.S.  That's an international audience more than 

twice CNN's." 

 

(Bob Waliszewski, "MTV Faces Some Healthy Competition," Plugged In Magazine) 

______________________ 

 

“MTV SMUT PEDDLERS” 

 

“Background” 

 

“The reality is that parents need to be worried about MTV not only because of its popularity, but 

also because of its tremendous influence in the lives of American’s teens and pre-teens. MTV is 

the most recognized network among young adults ages 12-34, according to Nielsen Media 

Research. It is watched by 73% of boys and 78% girls ages 12-19. Boys watch for an average of 

6.6 hours a week and girls watch for an average of 6.2 hours per week. 3” 

 

“(3)Rich, M., Wood, E., Goodman, E., Emans, J., DuRant, R. (1998, April). Aggressor or 

Victims: gender and race in music video violence. Pediatrics, 101, 669-674.” 

 

(Casey Williams, “MTV Smut Peddlers” Report, Parents Television Council research and 

Publications Department, www.parentstv.org) 

______________________ 

 

“NATIONAL CRIME VICTIMIZATION SURVEY 1992 – 1996” 

 

“Intense media coverage of several high profile school shootings has led to a widespread belief 

that violence in schools has reached epidemic proportions.  Yet, most schools are safe.  A child is 

more likely to be a victim of a violent crime in the community or at home than at school.  In 

1996 about 26 of every 1000 students were victims of a serious violent crime away from school.”  

 

(U.S. Dept. of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, National Crime Victimization Survey, 1992 to 

1996, p8) 

______________________ 

 

“OH, SORRY, NO” 

 

“Censorship rearing its ugly head, or just an embarrassed retreat?” 

 

“There is no doubt the conservatives had cause to be angry. All docudramas take liberties with 

the truth; but here CBS seems to have stretched liberty to license. The series presents Mr. Reagan 

as being callous towards AIDS victims (‘They that live in sin shall die in sin’). It implies that he 

suffered from Alzheimer’s during his second term, and could not even recognize his national 

security adviser. It claims that he supplied names to the Hollywood blacklist of communists, an 

http://www.parentstv.org/
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assertion that Lou Cannon, his best biographer, says has no basis in fact. Lest you miss the point, 

it has Mr. Reagan calling himself ‘the Antichrist’.” 

 

None of this is surprising, given the people involved in the project. The part of Mr. Reagan was 

played by James Brolin, the husband of Barbara Streisand, a veteran Democrat; the part of 

Nancy Reagan by Judy Davis, an Australian who has said that she deplores the ‘ugly spectre of 

patriotism’ she has seen in America since September 11
th

.” 

 

(“Oh, Sorry, no,” The Economist, November 8, 2003, pp29-30) 

______________________ 

 

“OVERHEARD” 

 

“Gangsta rap is the music of fatherless young men asserting their masculinity, having no real 

idea what it is.  Don’t let your boys be fatherless.”-writer and storyteller Garrison Keillor (Prairie 

Home Companion) addressing a father concerned about his sons’ interest in gangsta rap 

(Salon.com 7/16/01)” 

“The movies set the pattern, and these people have copied the movies.  Nobody would have 

thought to commit an atrocity like that unless they’d seen it in a movie.  How dare we continue 

to show this kind of mass destruction in movies?  I just believe we created the atmosphere and 

taught them how to do it.”-Film director Robert Altman (M*A*S*H, The Player), in the wake of 

terroritst attacks on the World Trade Center, accusing his industry of setting the stage for disaster 

(Associated Press, 10/17/01)” 

“‘Young people tell me that the media is one of their leading sources of information about sex.  

Each year, television and movies offer 14,000 sexual portrayals, of which only 165 deal with 

risks of pregnancy, HIV or other STDs.  It seems unrealistic that society should place the sole 

blame on our young people for engaging in early and unsafe sex when they have so much 

exposure to irresponsible sexual messages and portrayals in the media.’-Michael Rich, M.D., 

speaking at a Capitol Hill roundtable on the impact of sexually themed entertainment on children 

(American Academy of Pediatrics, 7/26/01)” 

“Here’s what’s cool, though: In the end, I own your (expletive) children.  Say what you want, I 

can tell your kids to (expletive) kill you in your sleep, and they will.”-Mick Thompson of the 

band Slipknot (Rolling Stone, 10/11/01)” 

(Jerry Scott and Jim Borgman. Over Heard. Plugged in, December 2001, p10) 

______________________ 

 

“PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH MEDIA CONSUMPTION: THE 

ROLE OF THE PRACTITIONER” 

 

 “The preponderance of evidence indicates that significant exposure to media violence 

increases the risk of aggressive behavior. 
(1)”

  

 

 “Media messages and images normalize and glamorize the use of tobacco, alcohol, and 

illicit drugs. 
(2)”
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 “Increased television use has been documented as a significant factor leading to obesity. 
(3)”

  

 

 “Increased television use may lead to decreased school achievement. 
(4)”

  

 

 “Recent data suggest that exposure to the large number of sexual references and images 

in media and advertising (in the television shows watched by adolescents, 10% of scenes 

show couples engaged in sexual intercourse) may hasten sexual debut. 
(5)”

  

 

 “In the United States, the risk of acquiring an STI is higher among teenagers than among 

adults; 1 in 4 sexually active young people aged 15 to 24 acquires an STI each year. 
(9)”

  

 

 “Three fourths of 5 million new human papillomavirus infections in the United States 

occur in young people aged 15 to 24. 
(10)”

  

 

 “One half (1.5 million) of chlamydia cases in females occur in 15- to 19-year-olds. 
(11)”

  

 

 “One in 5 Americans aged [greater than or equal to] 12 years is infected with herpes 

simplex virus. 
(12, 13)”

 

 

“Parental monitoring and control of children's media exposure is therefore an issue of preventive 

health care: monitoring media consumption to protect children's health is just as important as 

monitoring nutrition and physical activity and scheduling routine check-ups and immunizations. 

The average child spends up to 6 hours per day watching television, playing video games, 

listening to music, or using other media. However, a majority of parents may seriously 

underestimate their children's total media exposure.” 

 

“References:” 

(1) “Office of the Surgeon General. Youth violence: a report of the Surgeon General. 2001. 

Available at: www.surgeongeneral.gov/library/youthviolence/toc.html. Accessed December 

20, 2004. 

(2) National Center of Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University. 1996 National 

Survey of America Attitudes on Substance Abuse II: Teens and Their Parents. Available at: 

www.casacolumbia.org/pdshopprov/shop/item.asp?itemid=45. Accessed December 20, 2004 

(3) Robinson TN. Television viewing and childhood obesity. Pediatr Clin North Am. 

2001;48:1017-1025 

(4) Strasburger VC. Does television affect learning and school performance? Pediatrician. 

1986;13:141-147 

(5) Collins RL. Elliott MN, Berry SH, et al. Watching sex on television predicts adolescent 

initiation of sexual behavior. Pediatrics. 2004;114(3). Available at: 

www.pediatrics.org/cgi/content/full/114/3/e280 

(9) Alan Guttmacher Institute. Facts in brief: teen sex and pregnancy. 1999.       Available at: 

www.agi-usa.org/pubs/fb_teen_sex.html. Accessed December 20, 2004 

(10) Weinstock H, Berman S, Cates W Jr. Sexually transmitted diseases amount American 

youth: incidence and prevalence estimates, 2000. Perspect Sex Reprod Health. 2004;36:6-

10. Available at:www.guttmacher.org/pubs/journals/3600604.pdf 

http://www.surgeongeneral.gov/library/youthviolence/toc.html.%20Accessed%20December%2020
http://www.surgeongeneral.gov/library/youthviolence/toc.html.%20Accessed%20December%2020
http://www.casacolumbia.org/pdshopprov/shop/item.asp?itemid=45
http://www.pediatrics.org/cgi/content/full/114/3/e280
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(11) Centers of Disease Control and Prevention. Recommendations for the prevention and 

management of Chlamydia trachomatis infection, 1193. MMWR Recomm Rep. 119;42 (RR-

12): 1-38. Available at www.cdc.gov/mmwr/PDF/rr/rr4212.pdf  

(12) Gilsenan AW, Pedrazzini S. Bennett L, Li L, Yeager W, Justus S. Observational prevalence 

study of HSV-2 (genital herpes) in suburban primary-care practices:data collection 

procedures and sampling methods [poster]. Research Triangle park, NC:RTI Health 

Solutions:2003. Available 

at:www.rtihs.org/request/index.cfm?fuseaction=display&PID=2750. Accessed December 

20, 2004 

(13) Fleming DT. McQuillan GM, Johnson RE, et al. Herpes simplex virus type 2 in the United 

States, 1976 to 1994. N Engl J Med. 1997;337:1105-1111” 

 

(McIlhaney, Joe S., Jr, “Problems and Solutions Associated with Media Consumption: The Role 

of the Practitioner,” Pediatrics-High Bean Research, July 1, 2005) 

______________________ 

 

“RAISING NONVIOLENT KIDS” 

 

“By age five the average couch potato trainee is watching close to 3 hours of TV per day, more 

1,000 hours per year. She comes to first grade having watched more than 4,000 hours of TV. In 

one survey of children ages 4 to six, more than half state they preferred watching TV to spending 

time with their parents. The problem of children and TV is not simply one of excessive time 

spent in front of the tube but the violence children are exposed to in the process. Prime-time TV 

programming averages some five violent acts per hour, whereas children’s Saturday morning 

programs average from 20 to 25 violent acts per hour.”  

 

(“Raising Nonviolent Kids”, Hemispheres, by John Rosemond, August 2000) 

______________________ 

 

“REDUCING THE RISK:  CONNECTIONS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE 

LIVES OF YOUTH” 

 

“The National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health) is the first national study 

of adolescent health designed to measure the social settings of adolescent lives, the way s in 

which adolescents connect to their social world, and the influence of these social settings and 

connections on health.”  (4 – RR (Reducing the Risk) 

 

“Add Health surveys were conducted in two phases.  In the first phase, some 90,000 students in 

grades 7 through 12 attending 145 schools around the United States answered brief 

questionnaires about their lives, including their health, friendships, self-esteem and expectations 

for the future.”  (7-RR) 

 

“In the second phase, with written consent of both the parent and adolescent, over 20,000 in-

home interviews of students were conducted between April and December of 1995 (Wave I).  No 

paper questionnaires were used.  Instead, all data were recorded on lap-top computers.  A 

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/PDF/rr/rr4212.pdf
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followup (Wave II) of 15,000 adolescents, interviewed again at home, was conducted between 

April and August of 1996.”  (7-RR) 

 

“Who is at the greatest risk for engaging in early intercourse?” 

 “Rural Teens” 

 “Youth on Welfare” 

 “African American adolescents” 

 “Kids from the south   (Add health data (p<05)” (14-RR)” 

 

“17% of 7
th

 and 8
th

 graders report having had sexual intercourse.  Among adolescents in high 

school, the figure is almost three times as high (49.3%).  Males and females in the 7
th

-12
th

 grade 

report having had intercourse just about equally:  39.9% of boys, 37.3% of girls.  Teens living 

the South and in rural areas and teens whose parents receive welfare were most likely to have 

experienced sexual intercourse.”  (14-RR) 

 

“Of girls who are sexually experienced, 11.8% of younger teens and 19.4% of older teens report 

having been pregnant.” (14-RR) 

 

(This research is based on data from the Add Health project, a program project designed by 

J.Richard Udry (PI) and Peter Bearman, and funded by grand #P01-HD31921 from the National 

Institute of Child Health and Human Development to the Carolina Population Center) 

 

(It is based on the first analysis of Add health data, “Protecting adolescents from harm:  Findings 

from the National Longitudinal Study on Adolescent Health,” published in the Sept. 10, 1997 

issue of the JAMA, Journal of the American Medical Association) 

 

(Dr. R.W. Blum and P.M. Rinehart, “Reducing The Risk:  Connections That Make A Difference 

In The Lives Of Youth,” Division of General Pediatrics and Adolescent Health, University of 

Minnesota 

______________________ 

 

“RELATION BETWEEN PARENTAL RESTRICTION ON MOVIES AND 

ADOLESCENT USE OF TOBACCO AND ALCOHOL”  

 

"Although 90% of the students were younger than 14 years of age, only 16% reported they were 

never allowed to watch R-rated movies; one third (31%) indicated that their parents never 

restricted them from viewing R-rated movies." 

 

"Overall, 18% of the student sample had tried smoking and 23% had tried drinking alcohol. 

Smoking and drinking were significantly associated with the level of restriction for R-rated 

movies. Thirty-five percent of students who reported no restriction on R-rated movie viewing 

had tried smoking, 12% of those with partial restrictions had tried smoking, and 2% of those who 

were never allowed to view R-rated movies had tried smoking. Similarly, the proportion of 

students who had tried drinking alcohol were 46%, 16%, and 4%, respectively." 

(Madeline A. Dalton, PhD, M. Bridget Ahrens, MPH, James D. Sargent, MD, Leila A. Mott, 

MS, Michael L. Beach, MD, PhD, Jennifer J. Tickle, BA, Todd F. Heatherton, PhD, "Relation 
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between Parental Restrictions on Movies and Adolescent Use of Tobacco and Alcohol," 

Effective Clinical Practice, Volume 5, Number 1, Jan/Feb 2002, pages 1-10, 

http://www.acponline.org/journals/ecp/janfeb02/dalton.pdf)  

______________________ 

 

“SEX ON TV3 – A BIENNIAL REPORT OF THE KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION, 

2003, EXECUTIVE SUMMARY” 

 

“Key Findings” 

 

“In the top 20 shows among teen viewers, more than eight in ten (83%) include some sexual 

content, including nearly half (49%) that have sexual behaviors, and one in five (20%) that have 

sexual intercourse.” 

 

“Trends Over Time” 

 

“Today two-thirds of all shows (64%) contain some sexual content, a rate roughly similar to that 

found two years ago 968%), although still up markedly from that found four years ago (56%).  

Thirty-two percent of all shows include sexual behaviors, up from 27% two years ago and 23% 

four years ago.” 

 

(“Sex on TV3—A Biennial Report of the Kaiser Family Foundation, 2003, Executive 

Summary,” January 2003, p6, www.kff.org) 

______________________ 

 

“SURVEY: MORE YOUNG PEOPLE GOING ONLINE FOR HEALTH 

INFORMATION THAN TO SHOP, CHECK SPORT SCORES OR CHAT” 

 

“Nearly All Teens Have Been Online, But Race and Class Still Factors In Access” 

 

“While Internet use among youth is now widespread, differences in access across racial and 

socio-economic lines still exist. For example, one in four Hispanic youths has never gone online, 

compared to just 6% of white youth and 13% of African American youth. Eighty percent of all 

white respondents have Internet access from home, compared to 66% of African Americans and 

55% of Hispanics. Socio-economic disparities also persist: 85% of youth from self-defined 

working class or lower class backgrounds have been online, compared with 91% of middle class 

and 93% of upper and upper-middle class youth.” 

 

(“More Young People Going Online for Health Information Than to Shop, Check Sports Scores 

or Chat”, The Kaiser Family Foundation, Publication # 3202, December 11, 2001.) 

______________________ 

 

“TALK TIME” 

 

“Can’t talk with your teenagers? Try logging on! America Online found kids are flocking to the 

internet;” 

http://www.acponline.org/journals/ecp/janfeb02/dalton.pdf
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“81 percent of 12-17 year olds and 91 percent of 18-19 year olds use the Web to email friends or 

relatives.” 

 

“70 percent of 12-17 year-olds use instant messaging.” 

 

“56 percent of teenagers age 18 to 19 prefer the Web to the telephone.” 

 

(“Talk Time.” Supplement To Group Magazine; May/June 2002) 

______________________ 

 

“TEENAGERS ARE HARD-WIRED TO THE INTERNET” 

 

“The average teenager spends more than five hours a month online, according to a Jupiter Media 

Metrix report.” 

“Media guru Marshall McLuhan said the medium is the message, and that’s never been more 

true than with today’s young people.” 

“Habitual Churchgoers: Adults who got into the churchgoing habit when they were kids are three 

times more likely to stay committed than their childhood peers who stayed away from church, 

according to a Barna Research Update.” 

“And churchgoing teenagers are much more likely to have a sensitive conscience than their 

unchurched peers.  According to researchers with the Gallup Youth Survey, kids who attended 

religious services last week are much more likely than their bedbound friends to feel guilty 

about:” 

“Lying to a friend (89% vs. 75%)” 

 

“Being disloyal to your group (84% vs. 76%)” 

 

“Surfing for pornography on the Internet (85% vs. 70%)” 

 

“Cheating on a test in school (85% vs. 70%)” 

 

“Swearing or cursing at a teacher (83% vs. 69%)” 

 

“Having sex before you are married (79% vs. 44%)” 

 

(“Teenagers are hard-wired to the internet.” Trendwatch: Youth and Culture. May 6, 2002: 

Group Magazines, p16-17) 

______________________ 

 

“TEENS EXPLORING TV’s ‘VAST WASTELAND’” 

 

“According to researchers with the National Study of Youth and Religion (NSYR), in a survey of 

more than 3,000 U.S. teens ages 13-17, teens report watching an average of nearly 16 hours of 

TV per week (not including watching movies on video, DVD or cable, which was addressed in a 
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separate question). There are, however, substantial differences between teens from different 

religious traditions.” 

 

“Teens affiliated with black Protestant denominations watch an average of nearly 23 hours of TV 

per week — more than teens from other religious traditions and teens who are not religious.”  

 

(“Teens Exploring TV’s ‘Vast Wasteland,’” National Study of Youth and Religion, September 8, 

2004, http://www.youthandreligion.org/news/2004-0908.html) 

______________________ 

 

“TELEVISION AND MUSIC VIDEO EXPOSURE AND RISK OF ADOLESCENT 

ALCOHOL USE” 

 

“Alcohol use among adolescents is a significant public health problem.  Recent national data 

indicate that 25% of 8
th

-graders, 39% of 10
th

 graders, and 51% of 12
th

-graders report drinking 

alcohol in the past month.” 

“Among adolescents who were nondrinkers at baseline, hours of television, music video, and 

VCR video viewing at baseline were all independently associated with the subsequent onset of 

drinking.  The odds ratios indicate that, controlling for the effects of age, sex, ethnicity, and other 

media use, each increase of 1 hour per day of television viewing was associated with a 9% 

average increased risk of starting to drink alcohol during the next 18 months, each increase of 1 

hour per day of music video viewing was associated with a 31% average increased risk of 

starting to drink alcohol during the next 18 months, and each increase of 1 hour per day of VCR 

video viewing was associated with an 11% average decreased risk of starting to drink alcohol 

during the next 18 months.  Computer game and video game use was not significantly associated 

with the subsequent onset of drinking.” 

(Thomas N. Robinson, Helen L. Chen, and Joel D. Killen. “Television and Music Video 

Exposure and Risk of Adolescent Alcohol Use.” Pediatrics Vol. 102 No. 5 November 1998, p. 

e54.  www.pediatrics.org/cgi/content/full/102/5/e54) 

______________________ 

 

“TELEVSION, CABLE TV, AND MUSIC VIDEOS” 

 

“Exposure: The average teenager spends 3 to 4 hours per day watching television.”  (Roberts 

DF. Media and youth: Access, exposure, and privatization. J Adolesc Health 2000 Aug; 27 (2 

Suppl):8-14) 

 

“Content: For every hour of programming watched by adolescents, an average of 6.7 scenes 

included sexual topics and about 10% of scenes show portray couples engaging in sexual 

intercourse. One-third of shows with sexual content involve teen characters.”  (Kunkel D, Biley 

E, Eyal K, Cope-Farrar K, Donnerstein E, Fandrich R. Sex on TV 3: A biennial report of the 

Kaiser Family Foundation. 2003. www.kff.org/entermedia/) 

(Johnson T. The ‘family hour’: No place for your kids. Parents Television Council; Media 

Research Center. 1997. www.parentstv.org/PTC/publications/reports/archives/famhtm.asp. 5-8-

1997.  1-15-2004)” 

 

http://www.youthandreligion.org/news/2004-0908.html
http://www.pediatrics.org/cgi/content/full/102/5/e54
http://www.kff.org/entermedia/
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“(Kunkel D, Cope-Farrar K, Biley E, Farinola WJM, Donnerstein E, Sex on TV 2: A biennial 

report to the Kaiser Family Foundation. 2001. 

www.kff.org/entmedia/loader.cfm?url=/commonspot/security/getfile.cfm&PageID=13780) 

 

(Cope-Farrar KM, Kunkel D. Sexual messages in teens’ favorite prime-time television programs. 

In: Brown JD, Steele JR, Walsh-Childers K, editors. Sexual Teens, Sexual Media: Investigating 

Media’s influence on adolescent sexuality. Mahwah, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates; 2002. 

p. 59-78.)” 

 

“Effects: Several studies suggest an association between media exposure and adolescent sexual 

behavior, but they are limited because of their study designs, sampling procedures, and small 

sample sizes. We do not know the relationship over time between exposure to television and 

sexual initiation in adolescents. The only study in this area is a secondary analysis of data 

collected for other purposes. As such, it lacks a rigorous measurement methodology to accurately 

examine the effects, if any.” 

 

“(Peterson JL, Moore KA, Furstenberg FF. Television viewing and early initiation of sexual 

intercourse: Is there a link? J Homosex 1991;21 (1-2):93-118)” 

 

“Adolescents exposed to TV with sexual content are more likely than other adolescents to:” 

 

 “Overestimate the frequency of some sexual behaviors” (Davis S, Mares M-L. Effects of talk 

show viewing on adolescents. J Commun 1998;48(3):69-86.)” 

 

 “Have more permissive attitudes toward premarital sex” (Greeson LE, Williams RA. Social 

implications of music videos on youth: An analysis of the content and effects of MTV. Youth 

Soc 1986; 18:177-89)” 

 

 “Think that having sex is beneficial” (Knight MG. Mass media, sexual attitudes and sexual 

behaviors among teens [dissertation]. University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, School of 

Journalism and Mass Communication; 2000. Available from: Available from UMI, 

Microform #9968620 (226 pp.); Dissertation Abstracts International 2000-95019-047.)” 

 

“MOVIES” 

 

“Exposure: Two-thirds of Hollywood movies made each year are R-rated and most young 

people have viewed these movies before they reach the required age of 16.”  (Greenberg BS, 

Siemicki M, Dorfman S, Heeter C, Stanley C, Soderman A, Linsangan R. Sex content in R-rated 

films viewed by adolescents. In: Greenberg BS, Brown JD, Buerkel-Rothfuss N, editors. Media, 

Sex and the Adolescent. Cresskill, NJ: Hampton Press; 1993. p. 45-58.” 

 

“‘In the only study involving exposure and effects of adult oriented movies (note that the study 

itself refers to ‘X-rated’ movies), 30% of minority adolescent females said they had seen an NC-

17 rated movie 3 months prior to the survey.’”  (Wingood GM, DiClemente RJ, Harrington K, 

Davies S, Hook EW, Kim OM, Exposure to X-rated movies and adolescents’ sexual and 

contraceptive-related attitudes and behaviors. Pediatrics 2001 May; 107 (5):1116-9.)” 

http://www.kff.org/entmedia/loader.cfm?url=/commonspot/security/getfile.cfm&PageID=13780
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“Content: Two studies have analyzed the content of the top movie video rentals and R-rated 

movies frequently viewed by youth. Both studies reported a high amount of sexual content with 

the most common sexual activity being intercourse between unmarried partners.”  (Greenberg 

BS, Siemicki M, Dorfman S, Heeter C, Stanley C, Soderman A, Linsangan R. Sex content in R-

rated films viewed by adolescents. In: Greenberg BS, Brown JD, Buerkel-Rothfuss N, editors. 

Media, Sex and the Adolescent. Cresskill, NJ:Hampton Press; 1993. p. 45-58)” 

 

(Dempsey JM, Reichert T. Portrayal of married sex in the movies. J Sex Cult 2000; 4(3):21-36.) 

 

“Effects: Adolescents who are exposed to NC-17 rated movies are more likely to”: 

 

 “Have multiple sexual partners” 

 “Have sex more frequently.” 

 “Test positive for Chlamydia” 

 “Have more negative attitudes toward using condoms” 

 “Not use contraceptives.” 

 

“We do not know if the sexual context of R-rated movies has comparable effects.” 

 

(Wingood GM, DiClemente RJ, Harrington K, Davies S, Hook EW, Kim OM, Exposure to X-

rated movies and adolescents’ sexual and contraceptive-related attitudes and behaviors. 

Pediatrics 2001 May; 107 (5):1116-9.) 

 

“RADIO” 

 

“Exposure: Adolescents listen to radio nearly 40 hours a week.”  (Klein JD, Brown JD, Childers 

KW, Oliveri J, Porter C, Dykers C. Adolescents’ risky behavior and mass media use. Pediatrics 

1993 Jul;92(1):24-31.) 

 

“Content: 22% of teen-oriented radio segments contain sexual content; 20% of these were 

‘pretty explicit’ or ‘very explicit.’” 

 

“Effects: We do not know the effect of exposure to radio on adolescent sexual attitudes and 

behaviors.” 

 

(Gentile DA, Teen-oriented radio and CD sexual content analysis. National Institute on Media 

and the Family. 1999. www.mediafamily.org/research/report_radiocontentanalysis.pdf) 

 

“MUSIC” 

 

“Exposure: Teenagers spend an average of over 20 hours per week listening to music.”  

(Roberts DF. Media and youth: Access, exposure, and privatization. J Adolesc Health 2000 Aug; 

27 (2 Suppl):8-14) 

 

http://www.mediafamily.org/research/report_radiocontentanalysis.pdf
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“Content: 42%of the top-selling CDs in 1999 contain sexual content; 41% of these were ‘pretty 

explicit’ or ‘very explicit.’” 

 

“Effects: We do not know the impact of sexually explicit lyrics on adolescent sexual attitudes 

and behaviors.” 

 

(Gentile DA, Teen-oriented radio and CD sexual content analysis. National Institute on Media 

and the Family. 1999. www.mediafamily.org/research/report_radiocontentanalysis.pdf) 

 

 “MAGAZINES” 

 

“Exposure: 85% of teens have read or looked at a magazine in the last 6 months.”  (Simmons 

Market Research Bureau. Simmons Teen. 2000. Available by subscription only, 230 Park 

Avenue, New York, NY 10003. Summary provided by Patricia Eitel of Ogilvy) 

______________________ 

 

 

“THE ‘6 DEGREES OF SIN’ GENERATION” 

 

“Talk about a sea change – in less than five years, the Internet has radically changed the way 

teenagers spend their afterschool time. According to a just-released study by Yahoo! and Carat 

Interactive, kids now spend more time online (16.7 hours per week) than watching TV (13.6 

hours) or chatting on the phone (7.7 hours).” 

 

(“The 6 Degrees of Sin Generation,” Group Magazine, November 12, 2003, p18) 

______________________ 

 

“THE INTERNET:  MORE POPULAR THAN GOD?” 

 

“According to researchers with the National Study of Youth and Religion, the vast majority of 

U.S. teens, ages 13 to 17, have access to the Internet and spend on average nearly 7 hours a week 

surfing the web.” 

 

“Only 60 percent of parents closely monitor teens’ internet activity.” 

 

(NYSR Findings, “The Internet: More Popular Than God?” November 3, 2001) 

______________________ 

 

“THE SEXUAL HEALTH OF ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG ADULTS – What They 

Need to Know, and Who They Listen To” 

 

“MTV is one of the most highly watched networks among young people.  Among the 15- to 24-

year-olds interviewed in the Kaiser Family Foundation survey, more than six in 10 report 

watching MTV “at least once a week,” including nearly 40 percent who watch several hours or 

more.  More than 70 percent report watching MTV “at least once a month.” 

 

http://www.mediafamily.org/research/report_radiocontentanalysis.pdf
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(“The Sexual Health of Adolescents and Young Adults,” The Henry J. Kaiser Family 

Foundation, MTV Fight for Your Rights: Protect Yourself (FFYR) – MTV’s campaign to inform 

and empower young people on the issues surrounding their sexual health, including HIV and 

AIDS, other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) and teen pregnancy.  See 

www.FightForYourRights.mtv.com)  

______________________ 

 

“THE STATE OF OUR NATION’S YOUTH 2003 – 2004” 

 

          Positive    No Effect    Negative  Not Sure 

“Effect of media on values   12%           34%             49%           5% 

and morals”          

 

(“The State Of Our Nation’s Youth 2003-2004,” Horatio Alger Association of Distinguished 

Americans, Inc, 2003, www.horatioalger.org)  

______________________ 

 

“TV INFLUENCES TEEN SEX” 

 

“A New Study Connects Watching Sexual Content on Television to Teen Sexual Activity” 

 

“There is been a lot of concern about whether television is influencing kids to have sex. 

However, there was very little scientific evidence on the issue up to this point. We knew that 

kids who have sex at an earlier age also watch a lot of sex on TV. But we haven’t know which 

direction that causality goes, we just knew there was an association, explains Rebecca Collins, 

senior behavior scientist at Rand Corporation. Rand went ahead with a study of 1,762 

adolescents funded by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development to try to 

find the causal link. They surveyed 12-to 17- year-olds about their sexual experience and their 

television viewing habits and then followed up with the group a year later. The results, while 

logical, gave scientific support to the idea that watching sex on television helped to predict 

sexual behavior in teenagers.” 

 

“If you compared the kids who watched the very most sexual content to the kids who watched 

the very least, the rates of intercourse were nearly double in the high exposure group. For 

example, at age 16, 16 percent who watched very little sex on TV had sex that year versus a 

group who watched heavy content where 30 percent had sex within that year, Collins says.” 

 

“Exposure to all this sex on television apparently makes these teens advance faster sexually. In 

effect, they are acting older that they really are. When it comes to intercourse, kids who watch 

high levels of sex on television act like someone nine month older. For other sexual behavior, 

that timeframe went up to two years, meaning that a 13-year-old exposed to above average levels 

of sexual content might act more like a 15-year-old. This is especially frightening in an age when 

one in four sexually active teens has a sexually transmitted disease.” 

 

(Noah Rubin Brier, “TV Influences Teen Sex,” Demographics Alert, September 2004) 

______________________ 

http://www.fightforyourrights.mtv.com/
http://www.horatioalger.org/
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“UNDERSTANDING THE NETHEADS” 

 

“Teens and the Net – The Facts:” 

 

 “According to Teenage Research Unlimited, over 81% of teens use the Internet. (Eryn 

Brown, “The Future of Net Shopping? Your Teens,” Fortune, 4/12/99.)” 

 

 “During a typical day, over 51% of all 8-18 year-olds use a computer. (‘Kids & Media at the 

New Millennium, “Kaiser Family Foundation, November 1999).” 

 

 “Teens spend lots of time online. 62% of teenagers say they log on from home for 4.2 hours a 

week. 46% say they spend 2.3 hours a week logged on from a computer outside the home. 

(Jennifer Gilbert, ‘The New Teen Obsession,” Advertising Age, 2/14/00).” 

 

 “How do they spend their online time? . . .  Research (72%), sending and reading e-mail 

(63.5%), playing games (28%), and purchasing/shopping (23.5%). (Jennifer Gilbert, ‘New 

Teen Obsession’ Advertising Age, 2/14/00).” 

 

 “Teenagers tend to know more about the internet and how to use it than do their parents. 82% 

of our teenagers say they are more ‘net savvy’ than their parents. (‘Survey Finds Parents 

Missing Out on Their Teen’s Online Experience,’ PR Newswire, 6/11/98).” 

 

 “Only 4% of today’s teens report that their parents are ‘strongly involved’ in supervising 

their online time. Over 53% say their parents don’t supervise them ‘at all.’ (‘Survey Finds 

Parents Missing Out on Their Teen’s Online Experience,’ PR Newswire, 6/11/98).” 

 

 “Marketers are targeting kids through the Internet. It is predicted that online spending will 

reach $1.3 billion by 2002. The internet is a place where kids are constantly pounded with 

aggressive advertising. (Keisha Rutledge, ‘Wooing Teens To Buy Online Has E-Tailers 

Seeing Green,’ Discount Store News, 4/3/00).” 

 

 “While online, kids can have easy access to pornography. Some have estimated that there are 

over 900 pornographic web sites being added to the net each week.” 

 

 “The most inviting place to communicate on the internet is in chat rooms, where nameless, 

faceless users can anonymously join one or a dozen other individuals for instant interaction.” 

 

(Walt Mueller, “Understanding the Netheads”, CPYU, 

https://www.cpyu.org/Page.aspx?id=77192) 

______________________ 

 

“VIOLENCE AND VIEWING” 

 

“Teens and young adults who watch more than an hour a day of Television are four times as 

likely to engage in Aggressive Behavior as those who watch less, according to a study published 

https://www.cpyu.org/Page.aspx?id=77192
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in the journal Science.  The report, which followed 707 individuals over 17 years, is the first to 

link TV viewing in adolescence to ADULT aggression.  Researchers found that 29% of 14-year-

olds who watched TV for more than three hours a day went on to commit violent acts in their 

late teens and early 20s. Still unclear is whether TV causes the behavior or whether other factors 

linked with heavy TV viewing, such as unemployment, play a role.” 

(“Violence and Viewing.” Time Magazine, April 8, 2002, p19) 

______________________ 

 

“VIOLENT VIDEO GAMES SPUR AGGRESSION IN KIDS” 

  

“Violent video games with protagonists that hunt, maim and kill are linked to at…” 

 

“Violent video games with protagonists that hunt, maim and kill are linked to at least short-term 

aggressive behaviors in children, according to the first large-scale review of studies on the 

subject.” 

 

“While the effects of these highly realistic games over the longer term remain unclear, the impact 

on kids’ attitudes toward violence is worrisome, researchers say.” 

 

‘“Children and adolescents are becoming desensitized to this very violent content, so it doesn't 

surprise them -- and they expect to see -- blood squirting out of someone when they are shot,’ 

said co-researcher Kevin Kieffer, an assistant professor of psychology at Saint Leo University in 

San Antonio, Fla.”  

 

“He and co-researcher Jessica Nicoll, also of Saint Leo, presented their findings Friday at the 

American Psychological Association annual meeting in Washington, D.C.” 

“There have been a number of court cases -- including one we cited in this paper, in Indianapolis 

-- which have struck down the legality of banning video game sales to youth," Kieffer said.” 

“According to Kieffer, the judge in that 2001 suit ‘found no compelling evidence’ from any 

particular study that violent video games caused an increase in child aggression that could lead to 

real violence.” 

“Douglas Lowenstein, president of the Entertainment Software Association, which represents the 

industry, called the new review ‘little more than a rehash of old papers repackaged as ‘new 

findings.’” 

“‘In truth,’ he added, ‘it is neither new nor comprehensive. It is simply a highly selective review 

of previous research, much of which has been challenged as either weak, unpersuasive, and 

flawed by independent sources.’” 

“Lowenstein believes the reviewers ignored studies that contradicted their ‘preconceived views,’ 

and called the APA's focus on the paper ‘predictable given APA's longstanding support of 

proposals to regulate video games.’” 
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“They looked at 16 studies that focused on video game use and aggression in children under 18 

years of age, all published between 1985 and 2004.” 

“Kieffer said three distinct trends emerged.” 

“‘First, we noticed in these studies that individuals who are subjected to violent media and video 

games tend to act more violent in the short-term,’ he said.” 

“For example, one study of more than 600 eighth- and ninth-graders, published in 2004, found 

that kids with high levels of video game play also had ‘a greater number of arguments with 

authority figures such as teachers and were also more likely to be involved in physical 

altercations with other students,’ according to the researchers.” 

“In another study, published in 2002, children who were first given either violent or nonviolent 

video games to play with were subsequently presented with a ‘retaliation’ activity where they 

could punish opponents by ‘blasting’ them with a loud noisemaker.” 

“‘Participants who had played the violent game displayed more aggression against their 

opponents in the retaliation portion of the study than participants who played the nonviolent 

game,’ the authors of this latest study noted. Another study found that children who indulged in 

violent video game-playing were less ‘helpful’ to other children during play.” 

“While these findings support links between violent video game use and short-term aggression, 

Kieffer said it is too soon to know whether these effects will linger. ‘What's lacking is 

longitudinal data to suggest that they become more violent over time,’ he said.” 

(E.J. Mundell, “Violent Video Games Spur Aggression in Kids,” HealthScout, August 19, 2005, 

www.healthscout.com/printer/68/527504/main.html) 

______________________ 

 

“WATCHING SEX ON TELEVISION PREDICTS ADOLESCENT INITIATION OF 

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR” 

 

“Results” 

 

“Multivariate regression analysis indicated that adolescents
 
who viewed more sexual content at 

baseline were more likely
 
to initiate intercourse and progress to more advanced noncoital

 
sexual 

activities during the subsequent year, controlling for
 
respondent characteristics that might 

otherwise explain these
 
relationships. The size of the adjusted intercourse effect was

 
such that 

youths in the 90th percentile of TV sex viewing had
 
a predicted probability of intercourse 

initiation that was approximately
 
double that of youths in the 10th percentile, for all ages studied.

 

Exposure to TV that included only talk about sex was associated
 
with the same risks as exposure 

to TV that depicted sexual behavior.
 
African American youths who watched more depictions of 

sexual
 
risks or safety were less likely to initiate intercourse in

 
the subsequent year.

” 

 

“Conclusion”  

http://www.healthscout.com/printer/68/527504/main.html
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“Watching sex on TV predicts and may hasten adolescent
 
sexual initiation. Reducing the amount 

of sexual content in
 
entertainment programming, reducing adolescent exposure to this

 
content, or 

increasing references to and depictions of possible
 
negative consequences of sexual activity 

could appreciably delay
 
the initiation of coital and noncoital activities.” “Alternatively,

 
parents 

may be able to reduce the effects of sexual content
 
by watching TV with their teenaged children 

and discussing their
 
own beliefs about sex and the behaviors portrayed. Pediatricians

 
should 

encourage these family discussions.” 

 

(Rebecca L. Collins, PhD, Marc N. Elliott, PhD, Sandra H. Berry, MA, David E. Kanouse, PhD, 

Dale Kunkel, PhD , Sarah B. Hunter, PhD and Angela Miu, MS, “Watching Sex on Television 

Predicts Adolescent Initiation of Sexual Behavior,” 

http://www.pedriatrics.org/cgi/content/full/114/3/e280; condoms, media, sex, television) 

______________________ 

 

“WATCHING TV” 

  

“By the time the average child reaches age 70, he or she will have spent approximately 7 to 10 

years watching television.  

 

(V.C. Strasburger, “Children, Adolescents, and the Media:  Five Crucial Issues,” Adolescent 

Med: State of the Art Review 4 (1993): 479-493)   

______________________ 

 

“WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DECADE MAKES; A COMPARISON OF PRIME TIME 

SEX, LANGUAGE, AND VIOLENCE IN 1989 AND ‘99” 

 

“The report compares and contrasts four weeks of price time programming from the fall of 1989 

with four weeks of programming from this past fall. Among the findings:” 

 

 “On a per-hour basis, sexual material was, overall, more than three times as frequent in ’99 

as it was in ’89.” 

 

 “Homosexual references, rare in ’89, were mainstream in ’99; they became more than 

twenty-four times as common during the decade.” 

 

 “References to genitalia were more than seven times as frequent in ’99.” 

 

 “The rate of foul language in ’99 was more than five and a half times higher than that of ’89. 

Words like ‘bitch’ and ‘son of a bitch,’ seldom used in ’89, were common in ’99, and words 

forbidden in ’89 (‘dick’; ‘a-hole’) were used several times each, at least.” 

 

 “Violent incidents occurred at about the same rate in both years.” 

 

 “In terms of sexual content, coarse language, and violent material combined, the per-hour 

figure almost tripled from ’89 to ’99.” 

 

http://www.pedriatrics.org/cgi/content/full/114/3/e280
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 “In ’99, UPN aired more offensive content on a per-hour basis than any other network.  One 

UPN show alone, WWH Smackdown!, was responsible for more than 11 percent of the 

combined sex, cursing, and violence in the ’99 study period. ABC was the raunchiest 

network of ’89.” 

 

(“What a difference a Decade Makes;” A Comparison of Prime Time Sex, Language, and 

Violence in 1989 and ’99. Special Report; A parents Television Council Entertainment Study.) 

______________________ 

 

“WHY ARE KIDS SO ANGRY?” 

 

“The average American child (ages 2 to 11) watches approximately 28 hours per week of 

television.  Additionally teens watch television approximately 23 hours per week.” (37) (George 

Comstrock, “The Medium and the Society: The Role of Television in American Life,” Children 

and Television (Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications, 1993) (p. 14)  

 

(H. Chris Slane III, M.A. – Director of Research, “Why Are Kids So Angry?”, 

1999 - Family First (Tampa, Florida) 

______________________ 

 

“WITNESSING VIOLENCE” 

 

“And by the time an average child leaves elementary school, he or she will have witnessed 8,000 

murders and more than 100,000 other acts of violence.”   

 

(A.C. Huston, Big World, Small Screen:  The Role of Television in American Society (Lincoln, 

NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1992) 

______________________ 

 

“WRONG VIEWS” 

 

“‘We as Americans are completely obsessed and wrapped up in a lot of the wrong values – 

looking good, having cash in the bank, being perceived as rich, famous and successful, or just 

being famous.  It’s the most superficial part of the American dream and who would know better 

than me?’”  --Pop singer and cultural icon Madonna (USA Today, 4/17/03) 

 

(Plugged In, Vol. 8, No. 7, July 2003, p10) 

______________________ 

 


